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A Farmer’s Winter
I visited with Judy DiBenedetto
the other day. I love walking into their
home: the entrance steps lead right into
the kitchen dining area. It’s warm and
welcoming. This afternoon there was a
festive bouquet of deep orangey-red
freesia on the kitchen table. Seating
myself comfortably, I began my
“interview.” Like any fool, I assumed
that once all the hay was in the barn,
there would be leisure time to groom
their cows, make new halters, sit by the

fire and read the latest mystery story.
“So, what’s winter like?” I asked her.
Judy was very gentle with me. “Well,”
she said, “The cows still need to be
milked in winter.”
The DiBenedettos are now
milking between 80 and 90 cows that are
like wonderful, spoiled children who
stand there waiting to be waited on hand
and foot, according to Judy. Winter
differs from summer in that during the
cold temperatures, cows spend most of
their time in the barn. There is much

more cleanup of the
stalls. Their
feed must be
brought to
them in
winter rather
than shooing
them out to
play in the
rich green pasture of summer. Although
on milder days they do leave the barn to
stretch their legs and get off the concrete
surface, obviously, there’s no grazing in
winter. The family spends about five
hours on the morning milking which
includes clean-up and feeding the calves.
And then another four hours at night.
When I do the math here, I realize again
how our farmers today are unbelievably
dedicated and faithful souls. Quite
literally, their job is their life.
Chris and Judy came to Halcott in
1993, and began milking their cows in a
barn that was built in the late 1800s with
a milking parlor added in the 1960s. The
barn itself is a challenge in winter
weather. The wind blows right through
its antiquated walls. Often, they must use
supplementary heat in the form of a
salamander, a portable blower-heater
popular with outdoor workers. Battles
are fought with frozen milking machines,
frozen hoses, frozen fingers. Once the
cows come in, their bodies tend to warm
up the area. But everything slows up in

colder temps. The barn floor gets icy,
treacherous for both man and cow. Even
cow pee freezes on the floor. Cow
whiskers sport wispy icicles. The most
vulnerable in sub-zero weather are the
calves. The DiBenedettos use little
parka-like jackets for the babies and keep
a bank of frozen colostrum in case there
is a need.
Of course, milking is not the only
winter chore. Feeding is huge.
Remember the marshmallows from our
Fall article? They are brought from the
fields, dumped into a mixer wagon that
has large knives to chop up the hay. And
then what we might delicately call “postfeeding” or “emptying” is also huge. The
barn must be kept clean. Manure is
gathered daily and then spread on the
fields.
Finally, Chris and Judy continue
to deliver their cream-line milk weekly to
local grocers from Saugerties to
Stamford, with Boiceville, Margaretville,
and Delhi along the way. Maple milk,
their most recently introduced specialty is
very popular and there are ongoing
rumors concerning chocolate milk. Such
energy! Such sweet acceptance! When I
left the house that evening, it was with a
smile in my heart. Farmers are the best
people. IK

Silver Wings
The birds of North America. The
birds of the Northeast Coast of the U.S.
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The birds of New England. The birds of
Halcott. For all the variety of birds on
our continent, as we telescope into our
own bailiwick, the number of species
that live and thrive and contribute and
inspire and breed and beautify and visit
and entertain in our high-altitude bucolic
bubble are relatively few.
And as winter settles in,
even fewer feathered friends
flap around here. Some seem
just to pop down to
Fleischmanns, or perhaps
Phoenicia, for a few hundred
feet's difference in warmth;
some go the extra miles to New
Jersey – or North Carolina, or
Central or even South America.
The concept of migration, as
familiar as it is, is so full of mystery. But
we feel when it's on, and feel its tug
ourselves – while we may not head for
the equator, we head inside: to the fire;
to the deep freeze; to the chore corners;
to the back cabinets of winter coats,
boots, hats, gloves, and mufflers; to the
pile-up of postponed summer thoughts.
Here in the country, like
anywhere else but in a special way, even
if only subconsciously, we register
changes in movement outside our doors.
As the landscape turns brown and then
to black and white after three long
seasons of oscillating green, the last hay
is cut and no longer waving in the wind.
Chipmunks are working at maximum
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clip – peripheral flashes of ambulatory
caramel we see while we shuffle around
putting on snow tires or laying straw on
flowerbeds. Rodents who burrow their
winter beds are keeping their noses out
of roadside business and have dug in.
Bears are bunkered in their bear caves.
The streams slow while their banks fill
in with snow and ice. The
black branches of trees mirror
the invisible image of
slumbering roots below.
And as the rainbow of
leaves fades, at the end of
summer and all through fall,
we see in the trees, even when
it's quiet and there's not a trace
of breeze, a fluttering of life
and light, as birds putter in the
upper uppers. While so many of the wild
lives nearby are secret, hidden, and
doing their best to stay silent, birds are
rummaging near our feet, streaking the
sunset, and hopping around the canopies
– collecting seeds, turning over new and
old leaves, and animating the branches.
Birds fill our dawns and dusks
with a mind-boggling multiplicity of
music and cheerful, flirty, or admonitory
chitchat. They swell their breasts and
throats with what looks like perfect joy.
They carve our skies with an urgent or
whimsical but always heartfelt slicing of
wings. They lay eggs, perfect orbs
exactly the same color and size. While
they may gorge annoyingly on our

berries, they also eat insects and grubs
and larvae in massive daily rations,
protecting our trees and strengthening our
gardens. And they pollinate and
disseminate, essentially planting flowers
in our meadows and reinforcing the
crucial understory of our forests.
Because: They can fly. Many of
the readers here know, I'm a birdbrain.
Yup: I'm cuckoo for them. Their
musicianship. Their dinosauric
adaptability (an oxymoron in a way, but
credit where it's due). Their architectural
prowess, seen in every nest. Their beaks
cleverly designed to match what they eat.
Their blink-of-an-eye nimbleness. Their
gorgeous plumage, from fifty shades of
blue – navy to slate to periwinkle – in the
ordinary jay to the handsome tweed suit
of the song sparrow to the soft and
demure black (or brown) felt jacket and
cotton-ball white cummerbund of the
junco. But to go back to square one: how
amazing is it that birds can fly?
I have watched all of our local
birds so closely for so long, I think I can
identify most of them simply by the style
of their flying – the way they flap their
wings, the paths they pick, whether they
solo or travel in flocks, whether or not
they include an in-flight soundtrack. It's a
very exciting way to recognize a
feathered friend, whether a black
silhouette against a predawn sky or silver
wings in the sunset.
The chickadee (and its relative the

titmouse) is one of my favorites. These
small, round-headed birds with black
caps and black legs and feet and tiny jet
black eyes to match, fly in scallops –
short, curvy bursts, up and down from
point A to point B, or rising higher and
higher, or free-falling for a pinpoint
landing. This telltale lilt looks as if they
are hanging bunting for a parade, or
decorating a cake. Surely they are the
ones we've seen draping Snow White's
silky ribbons on her skirt.
Robins and blue jays have a
similar heftyish size and build, and also a
similar way of flying: they flatten their
profile in flight and pump their way in
beelines – like bees, in fact, or a bullet,
with a kind of studied steady flapping
and judicious use of currents. A
difference between them, though, is that
blue jays often fly in groups, at least as
mated couples and often in small flocks,
and will detour and cavort like a bunch of
kids on a playground or a rugby team.
Whereas, while they will flock together
for worm hopping, robins often fly alone,
maintaining an air of earnestness, focus,
and destination. Also, roaming blue-jay
packs famously shoot their mouths off
with their many calls (looking for trouble
– it's all about them!), while robins save
their breath for a little talking to
themselves just at lift-off … later they
may settle in for a full recital on a high
perch at sunset. I call these "Robin
Hours."
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Now, nuthatches and
woodpeckers may elude the observer's
eye for distinctive flight a bit, because the
way they climb is so distinctive, and a
hallmark for each. Nuthatches almost
always walk upside down, craning their
elastic necks to look for danger or
opportunity as they go; woodpeckers hop
straight up (mostly, although sometimes
down) the trunk, using their Spidey sense
and ruddering with their short tails. Both
types of bird like to commentate on their
own progress with steady chirps: the
woodpecker yips like a very young puppy
and the nuthatch sounds like that same
puppy's chew toy.
Before the snow piles up, we see
the last forays of the summer flockers –
big, convivial (and, it has to be said,
greedy) groups of goldfinches and
starlings, extra-small and extra-large
entries on the avian arc. These flocks fly
as if magnetically attached and prefer the
airspace above the treetops, creating the
crowd noise you'd expect from just such
crowds. Occasionally we'll get flocks of
cedar waxwings, as well, rummaging
boldly in late-season blueberries bushes,
and I've seen them gathered near flat,
wide stretches of Vly Creek, indulging,
as Peterson says, in fly-catching. That's a
loop-de-loop airshow indeed.
Then there are the hoppers.
Juncos and our many local sparrows
(song, white-throated, chipping, and
others) are grounded sorts, preferring to
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forage in fallen leaves and under shrubs
and trees. And there is no lockstep or
chicken-walking here; they hop with both
feet at once, like wind-up toys, peeking
into bushes, inspecting every blade of
grass – and they can move fast, without
lifting a feather. (The song sparrow in
particular, however, I've noticed, will
leave a piece of well-trod ground, fly to
the highest tip of the tallest tree they can
find, and sing a serenade to celebrate.)
Somewhere in between are the
cardinal and the warblers, able but
somewhat reluctant flyers that will forage
and seek high perches but who prefer
short trips between thickets. (Once, while
working on my porch, I watched a
common yellowthroat warbler chase and
feast upon aphids within the lower

Yellow throat warbler [from the internet]

boughs of a nearby pine tree for an hour,
with all the skills and grace of a
swashbuckler – aptly dressed in his Zorro
mask.) And the robin shares this category
too; these versatile (and I think
underappreciated, in spite of their iconic

fame) birds love both high- and lowhanging fruit and seek it out over large
territories with their muscular flight but
breakfast on worms, running headlong
like roadrunners and then halting as if in
a game of freeze tag when their magic
powers tell them where the worm has
turned – to mix a few metaphors.
Perhaps because in the mountains we
live at the feet of a massive metaphor in
itself, the mind continually seizes on
metaphors, like this:
•

•

•

•

•

The chickadees are hope,
flying confidently but with small
dips, like a heartbeat, as the world
and circumstances turn, but ever
hopefully steady.
Blue jays are faith, flying
strong and arrow-straight but
always able to take a curve ball,
cheering themselves on and
landing with a flourish of their
colorful wings.
Finches and starlings and
doves (the latter lining our phone
wires like an arcade game) are
community.
Juncoes and cardinals and
warblers are jesters, keeping our
sense of humor intact and
reminding us to stay grounded, as
well as to keep our ears tuned and
our eyes ready for astonishing,
heartening flashes of color.
Nuthatches and woodpeckers

are a lesson in perspective.
When's the last time you stood on
your head, or took things in from
a nose-length distance? It's a
whole different way of seeing
things.
• Sparrows scratching under the
bushes are like the simmering and
tinkering of our thoughts.
• And robins – problem solvers,
diligent, with an ear to the earth
and a song for every sunrise – are
compassion.
There are so many other birds in
Halcott, each one a unique character. But
I can't finish without mentioning the
eagles that float slowly through our
valley, miraculously aloft with just a few
strokes of their six-foot wings.
Eagles, of course, are dreams. CBN

Mess is Best
As I drive around Greene and Delaware
Counties, it seems that folks are going a
bit crazy about mowing and cutting every
bit of scrubby brush, field edge, and
wetlands they can possibly access with
brush hogs and chainsaws. They remove
limbs and leaf litter from patches of
woods to “clean” it up; neaten and
straighten.
But Nature isn’t generally
“clean”, “neat”, or “straight”. Nature has
evolved to strategically make use of
scrubby and messy habitats. Indeed,
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when you remove the mess, you alter the
habitat - and not for the good.
Areas that are “cleaned up” are
often devoid of birds and other wildlife.
By removing the leaf litter and
vegetation, insect habitat is also removed.
To many people, fewer bugs sounds like
a positive. However, insects are one of
the bases of the food pyramid. insects are
the food of frogs, salamanders,
dragonflies, and birds. There are insects
and fungi that can only reproduce in leaf
litter. Remove leaf litter and dead wood
from the forest floor, and fungi can no
longer perform the ecological task of
decomposition, which provides nutrients
to the trees. Thus, the very forest people
are trying to “straighten up” to look nice
becomes depleted of nutrients and over
time becomes unhealthy and dies.
Removing scrubby areas from the
fields and wetlands also wipes out
habitats. Insects including fireflies and
dragon- and damselflies live and
reproduce there. Birds rely on these
habitats for food - both the seeds
produced by the vegetation and the
insects that thrive there. Remove these
“bird restaurants” and the birds not only
have to look elsewhere for
food, but the amount of
available food overall has
been decreased, and the
bird populations suffer.
Another assault on insects
and birds is the planting of
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non-native flowers, trees, and shrubs.
Particularly harmful are Japanese
barberry, Norway maple, and burning
bush, which spread prolifically and
crowd out native plants. Many states
have banned the sale of these three
invasives. Combined with the rapid
increase in the use of Roundup and other
herbicides, pesticides, and lawn
treatments, and our bird populations are
facing depletion in their food sources…
leading to a depletion in bird populations.
Birds and many species of insects
and bats rely on mosquitos as food. But
with the balance out of whack, we will
see an increase in the least desirable
insect species such as mosquitoes and
ticks because there are fewer birds, bats,
and insects to eat them.
Our Halcott insects evolved with
native vegetation, and they cannot feed
on introduced plants. For example, a
native oak tree supports 534 species of
butterflies and caterpillars. A non-native
tree, such as the ginko, supports 0. A
single pair of chickadees must catch 7500
caterpillars to raise one nest of young.
Hummingbirds can eat 2000 mosquitos
and other tiny insects a day!
Understanding that insects
are an important food
source, rather than as
irritating pests, is the
beginning to seeing your
yard differently and
treating it as the huge

restaurant that it is.
Populations of birds and insects
are crashing. We can help them out by
not using pesticides and herbicides, and
by reducing mowing and “cleaning”.
More native vegetation equals more
wildlife. Please remember that for Nature
and for the birds, mess is best. PD

pesky business of garbage. Kip accepts
garbage only on Sundays, from 10AM to
2PM. Garbage bags are $2 each, (paid
directly to him -- no more tickets).
Recycles can be deposited at any time. IK

How about an IPS?

There’s a quiet revolution going on in
Halcott that you are invited to be a part
Praise from Kip Johnson
of. Several of us have acquired the
Those of us who use the recycling
Instant Pot (also sold by other brands), a
center at the Town Highway Garage will
pressure cooker/slow cooker affair that is
be able to tell you that recently there has
taking the kitchen by storm. It’s a very
been a sea change in the way business is
exciting piece of equipment for the
done there. Now there are TWO
modern home-maker, who is also quite
dumpsters, one for garbage bags and a
often a frantic juggler of several jobs/
new one to hold recycles. Recycles all
lives at once. Imagine a trusty comrade
together! (Disregard the categories handin the hostile world of time robbers like
written on the openings.) All at once!
demanding bosses, disagreeable lines at
Same container for
the grocery store, tedious
cardboard, magazines,
waiting for an oil change.
plastic, (still only 1, 2, 3
Instant Pot is your friend.
and 5), glass and tin.
Her dumpy looking,
Imagine!! Co-mingling.
unassuming potness hides a
It’s like a thorn taken out
sleek swan of a time-saver.
of the side of the harried
Entire dinners can be
householder.
whipped up in less than
Kip says that the
half-an hour, dinners that
new system has been
send your diners into
working well. In the past,
paroxysms of delight.
he had to monitor the
Clean up afterwards is so
recycle center a few times
simple that you will
a week, sorting stuff that Dumpster for Recycles with deposit holes actually have time to play a
we had left in the wrong
hand of pinochle before
spot. Now his job is far easier, allowing
bed. Or not...
him to concentrate more fully on the
A few of us would like to get
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together to share tips and recipes, to form
an Instant Pot Society. We are
discovering that the best thing about the
Instant Pot is that there is so much to
discover. The cookbook that shipped
with mine was a little strange and didn’t
have much to offer. But a recipe I found
on the internet made an amazing
Moroccan tagine. Apparently, one can
make cheesecake in the IP. Canning can
be canned in an IP. Food can go from
frozen to fabulous in a mere 20 minutes
or less. And did we mention soups?
There is a delay setting on the IP along
with a slow cooker function. Elaborate
lasagnas can be assembled, left to start
later in the day and voila! The rest is
comfort. Are you interested? Email
Sheri Reynolds at
hueychick77@yahoo.com or Innes
Kasanof at inneskas70@gmail.com. That
is, if you have the time for it and haven’t
already gobbled up all the minutes saved
by your IP. Seriously, armed with an
Instant Pot, we can win the grim battle of
cuisine fatigue. IK

Welcome, Lorraine and Kip!
[Fellow Editor, Peg Dibenedetto
“virtually” interviewed our newcomers,
emailing the following questions to
Lorraine Marsh who, together with her
husband Kip have purchased the Louis
Crosby house, owned most recently by
Jenn Bouton.]

Welcome Quinn!
The population of Halcott grew by 1 on
November 12, when Suzanna
DiBenedetto and Keith Berish welcomed
their daughter Quinn Margaret Berish to
the world. Wise choice, Quinn, to pick
this valley in which to grow up.
Congratulations, Suzanna and Keith!

1.Where are you from? (feel free to be
as historic, or recent, as you want) Kip
is from Canton, Ohio and Lorraine is
from Hastings-on-Hudson, New York.
We met each other at Ithaca College as
students, and reconnected ten years after
graduation when Kip decided to move to
NYC from Los Angeles to pursue his
career in live theater as a Set and

Passages
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Lighting Designer. We married a few
years after he moved to Manhattan, and
the rest is history as they say. We live in
Washington Heights, very close to the
George Washington Bridge.
2.Had you been coming to the Catskills
before buying your house? Yes, we
have been coming to the Catskills as a
family for many years, and Lorraine went
camping every summer as a kid at North
Lake near Tannersville. For a handful of
summers, we rented houses in both
Woodstock and Chichester, and we were
married at the Bearsville Theater sixteen
years ago. Fun fact - we saw the Derek
Trucks Band at the theater the very next
night after our wedding and the entire
complex (including the Bear Cafe) ran
out of water!
3.How did your family discover
Halcott? -Although we have been
coming to the area for many years, we
discovered Halcott just this past year
when we decided we wanted to look for a
house in the Fleischmanns/Margaretville
area. Once we became serious about
looking in the area, we found the Halcott
Valley and feel very fortunate to have
done so.
4.Tell us a little about yourselves- Kip
is currently the Chairperson of the
Department of Theater at Brooklyn
College, CUNY, and Lorraine is working
at Morgan Stanley as part of their Global
Market Data team. We have two sons
(Victor, age 15 and Matthew, age 12),

two cats (Charlie and Crutchie, age 6)
and a dog, Wilson (a rescue who is a
Boxer/Shar-Pei mix, age 15 months).
5.Are you Skiers? Hikers? Bicyclists?
Or just wanted a house that came
complete with cows?- All of the above,
all though our oldest son has yet to get on
skis, and we haven't moved our bikes up
from the city just yet. We've already
started to make use of all that the area has
to offer, from Belleayre to the Vly Creek
to the many hiking trails. The cows are
awesome, and definitely part of what we
loved about the house when we first saw
it. Our boys can't get enough of their
[Dibenedetto] yummy maple milk.
6.Anything else you'd like us to know?
- Kip is a life long fly fisherman, and is
looking forward to fishing the Vly Creek
and the smaller streams in the valley.
We've dreamed of a place where we can
hear the streams from the porch and are
thrilled to find that we can do so from our
house. We are very excited to be new
members of the Halcott Valley and look
forward to getting to know our neighbors.
[Thank you for taking the time to
introduce
yourselves.
We are
excited to
get to
know you
as well!]
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This and That
Thank you to all who baked and
patronized the Election Day Bake Sale.
Illnesses and scheduling problems prevented
us from holding both suppers this year and
sending out fall letters. We plan to continue
next year, so stay tuned.
Who Is This Jesus?
Jesus’ mother was a nice Jewish girl,
favored by God above all others. It might
come as a surprise then, that such a good girl
had several skeletons in her closet.
The Gospel of Matthew starts out
with a lengthy list of begats. Four of those
named were women, virtually unheard of in
the usual Biblical genealogy. Worse yet,
they were women of questionable repute,
hardly befitting the Royal Bloodline.
Consider the childless Canaanite
widow, Tamar, who tricked her father-in-law
into fathering a child for her when he reneged
on his agreement to present her with another
husband to provide offspring. Then there
was Rahab, a Gentile harlot who hid Joshua’s
scouting party before Canaan fell to the
descendants of the Exodus. She was quickly
followed by Ruth, a Moabite enemy; yet both
women became believers in the one true God
of Israel. And who can forget the fourth
woman, another Gentile by the name of
Bathsheba, who committed adultery with
King David?
So, what did God want us to
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understand from His Son’s human lineage?
He wanted us to know that he hand-picked
these forebears hundreds of years before the
birth, death and resurrection of Jesus. He did
this in order to show us that His great love
for all people survived the fall of Adam. His
love does not depend upon:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Gender: Mention of matriarchs
in Jesus’ family tree shows that
women, not just men, are important
to God.
Religious Background: The
great God of Israel will not turn His
back on non-Jews who come to
believe in Him.
Race: There exists the
possibility that at least one of these
women was not Aramaic.
Circumstances of Birth: Despite
the strong pull of nature (heredity)
and nurture (environment), God
shows us through Mary that
individuals are not doomed to
become just another black sheep of
the family.
Social Standing: Mary was poor.
God does not value the rich above
the poor; all of us enter and exit
earthly life with nothing.
Place of Origin: Ruth famously
emigrated from Moab to Israel with
her mother-in-law, Naomi.
Similarly, Joseph and Mary with the

Infant Jesus were displaced as
refugees in Egypt when escaping the
murderous rampage of King Herod.
• Righteousness: By including
people of such checkered
backgrounds in the lineage of Jesus,
God made it clear that He is ready
and able to help us turn over a new
leaf.
The Divine parentage of Jesus may receive
the most notice, but
through lineage,
God reveals the
importance of His
human
parentage . . . it is
this great truth:
God loves us.

in this reflection.
We have also been reading The Journey by
Adam Hamilton. He would have us consider
the significance of the manger as a bed for
baby Jesus. Jesus, “the bread of life”, was
born in Bethlehem, meaning “House of
Bread”, and laid in a manger, the place where
God’s creatures came to feed. Think about
this the next time you take communion.

Note: We have
been reading Ruth,
Romance and
Redemption by Dr.
David Jeremiah. I
credit him
The sweet cast of characters who peformed during the Christmas Pageant
for much
at the Grange on Dec 7 2019. [Photo provided by Elena DiBenedetto]
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